ABSTRACT

Today computers have become more accessible and easy to use for everyone, except the disabled. Though some progress has been made on this issue but still it has been focused on either a certain disability or is too expensive for real world scenarios. Major contributions have been made for people lacking fine motor skills and speech based interfaces, but what if they lack both. In this regard we have proposed an integrated video based system that enables the user to give commands by head gestures and enter text by lip-reading. Currently certain gestures and limited vocabulary is recognized by the system but this could be extended in the current framework.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades keyboard and mouse have been the prevalent interfaces for human computer communication, but they were designed with able-bodied individuals in mind. Unfortunately people who lack certain skills have been left out and tearing down this divide has been a challenging task. Initial efforts were made for people with fine motor disabilities by designing equipment that can substitute as pointing devices but they were specific to a certain disability and at times expensive. Next came speech based interfaces which enabled people to communicate by talking to the computer in a more natural way, but they have mostly been limited to text entry systems. A full fledged system that will allow a user with fine motor and speech disability to enter text and give commands is still far from reality.

In this paper we have proposed a human machine interface for the people with speech and fine motor impairment by using video input. Currently we have focused on two type of interfaces; first one for gesture recognition elaborated by a single choice question for which the user can respond by nodding of the head. The second interface for lip reading is illustrated by a multiple choice questions system where the user only articulates the lip motion of the digit of choice. The novelty of our approach lies in proposing several image processing techniques that enable us to attain real-time (30f/s) detection of response. The yes/no detection is achieved by combing robustness of a holistic approach with the accuracy of a feature based technique. For digit recognition we have proposed a feature vector that is created by superimposing the outer lip contour of the video sequence. Using this single image as the feature vector reduces the computational cost of the classifier thus enabling us to attain results in real-time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we explain the head gesture recognition system in section 2, then we detail our lip reading system in section 3 and finally we conclude this paper with remarks and future works in section 4.

2. HEAD GESTURE RECOGNITION

Head gesture recognition systems aspire to have a better understanding of subliminal head movements that are used by humans to complement interactions and conversations. These systems vary considerably in their application from complex sign language interpretation to simple nodding of head in agreement. They also carry additional advantage for people with disabilities or young children with limited capabilities.

As part of our project, we focused on a simple yet fast and robust head gesture recognition system to detect the response of users to Yes/No type question. We did not wish to be limited by using specialized equipment thus we have focused our efforts in using a standard webcam for vision based head gesture recognition.

2.1 State of Art

Head gesture recognition methods combine various computer vision algorithms for feature extraction, segmentation, detection, tracking and classification, so categorizing them based on distinct modules would be overly complicated. We thus propose to divide the current head gesture recognition systems into the following categories.

2.1.1 Holistic Approach

This category of techniques focuses on the head as a single entity and develops algorithms to track and analyze the motion of head for gesture recognition. The positive point of these techniques is that as head detection is the main objective, they are quite robust at detecting it. The main disadvantage is the accuracy in detecting small amounts of motion. Systems introduced in [1, 2] have been based on color transforms to detect the facial skin color. In [3] the mobile contours have been first enhanced using pre-filtering and then transformed into log polar domain. [4] have build a mouse by tracking head pose using a multi-cues tracker combining,
color, templates etc. in layers so if one fails the other layer can compensate for it.

2.1.2 Local Feature Approach
These algorithms detect and track local facial features such as eyes. The advantage is accuracy in motion estimation but the drawback is that local features are generally much difficult and computationally expensive to detect. [5] have proposed a “between eye” feature that is selected by a circle frequency filter. [6] have based there gesture recognition on an infra-red camera with LEDs placed under the monitor to detect accurately the location of the pupil.

2.1.3 Hybrid Approach
The aim of these algorithms is to combine holistic and local feature based techniques. Thus in reality trying to find a compromise between robustness of holistic approaches and accuracy of local feature based techniques, but most of them end up being computationally expensive as they combine various different levels of detection and tracking.

[7] have reported a head gesture based cursor system that detects a heads using a statistical model of the skin color. Then heuristics were used to detect nostrils and tracked to detect head gestures. In [8] they have combined previous work that has been done in face detection and recognition, head pose estimation and facial gesture recognition to develop a mouse controlled by facial actions.

2.2 Proposed Method
The method proposed builds upon previously developed algorithms that are well accepted like Lucas Kanade for tracking. The specific requirements of our project dictate that the head gesture recognition algorithm should be robust to lighting and scale yet fast enough to maintain a frame rate of 30 f/s. On the other hand scenarios concerning occlusion and multiple heads in the scene have not been handled in the current implementation

2.2.1 Face Detection
The first module is the face detector, which is based on cascade of boosted classifiers proposed by [9]. Instead of working with direct pixel values this classifier works with a representation called “Integral Image”, created using Haar-like features. The advantage of which is that they can be computed at any scale or location in constant time. The learning algorithm is based on AdaBoost, which can efficiently select a small number of critical visual features from a larger set, thus increasing performance considerably. The classifier has been trained with facial feature data provided along the Intel OpenCV library [10]. The face detection (Refer figure 1.) using the above classifier is robust to scale and illumination but has two disadvantages, first although it can be considered fast as compared to other face detection systems but still it attains an average performance of 15 f/s. Secondly it is not as accurate as local feature trackers. Thus head detection was only carried out in the first frame and results passed on to the next module for local feature selection and tracking.

2.2.2 Feature Selection and Tracking
The next step involves the selection of prominent features (Refer figure 2.) within the region of the image where the face has been detected. We have applied the Harris corner and edge detector [11] to find such points. The Harris operator is based on the local auto-correlation function. Tracking of these feature points is achieved by Lucas Kanade technique [12]. It uses the spatial intensity gradient of the images to guide in search for matching location, thus requiring much less comparisons with respect to algorithms that use a predefined search pattern or search exhaustively.

2.2.3 Yes/No Decision
The final module analyzes the coordinate points provided by the tracking algorithm to take decision whether the gesture is a Yes or a No. First a centroid point is calculated from the tracked points, then the decision is taken based on the amount of horizontal or vertical motion of this centroid. If the amount of vertical motion in the entire sequence is larger than the horizontal a yes decision is generated, similarly for No.

2.3 Experiments and Results
The development and testing was carried out on a basic 1.5 MHz laptop with 512 MB of RAM, without any specialized equipment. Video input of the frontal face was provided by a standard USB webcam with a resolution of 320X240 at 30 f/s.

Illumination and scale variability are the two main causes of errors in image processing algorithms, thus we have tried to replicate the scenarios most probable to occur in a real life situation. Although the amount of testing was limited to 10 people because of time concerns but due to the amount of variability introduced both in environmental conditions and subject characteristics (glasses/facial hair/sex), the tests are quite adequate.

2.3.1 Illumination Variability
As illumination variation is not dealt with explicitly in our algorithm, we defined three illumination scenarios (Refer figure 3.) to measure the effect of lighting change on our algorithms.

2.3.2 Scale Variability
The second important source of variability is scale, we have experimented with 3 different scale (Refer figure 4.) defined as the distance between the eyes in number of pixels. The 3 measures are S1: 15, S2: 20, S3: 30 pixels.
2.3.3 Test Questions
The following five questions were selected due to the fact that they can be easily responded to by using head gestures of yes and no.
Q1. Are the instructions clear?
Q2. Are you male?
Q3. Are you female?
Q4. Are you a student of Computer Science?
Q5. Do you like chocolate?

2.3.4 Results
The system was tested with 10 people who were asked 5 questions each by varying the scale and lighting, we achieved a correct recognition rate of 92% for the Yes/No gesture. The system did have some problem with detecting the face at large distances when illuminated from the side or in direct sunlight.

3. LIP READING
Lip-reading has been generally used to complement noisy audio signal for speech or speaker recognition but lately researchers have started to focus on using lip-reading for other applications like human computer interaction (HCI) and automatic indexing of television broadcasts.

Several situations could arise when we either do not have access to an audio capture device or the user is physically disabled, so for this project we have focused on providing a natural interface for a user to reply to a multiple choice question by using only the video signal. Currently the system can detect the motion of a users lip and recognize the first three digits of the decimal number system i.e. 1, 2, 3.

3.1 State of Art
Like most vision related problems, lip-reading can be subdivided into distinguishable units. The first is the localization of head / face, but here we shall not focus on this step as it has been described previously. Once the head / face is located one moves towards localization of mouth region and then detection, segmentation and extraction of lip features. Finally the extracted features are either integrated with audio features or are used independently for classification.

3.1.1 Mouth Localization
Within the detected face the localization of the mouth region can be considered trivial but has still received its due share of research. The foremost technique has been using the distinguishing qualities of lip color [13]. Mouth region has also been shown to consist of higher number of edges as compared to other facial features [14]. Finally some have used specialized equipment [15].

3.1.2 Lip Detection / Segmentation
Lip detection and segmentation is crucial for lip-reading and model based methods form the core set of techniques. Model based technique such as [16] have proposed the use of snakes for lip segmentation and [17] have built upon the previous method by proposing a “jumping snake”. Active shape and appearance models proposed by [18], is a classical model based segmentation technique and can be generalized for lip detection and segmentation. [19] have proposed lip detection based on point distribution model (PDM) of the face and [20] have reported the use of a 2D Gabor transform for using texture as basis for lip detection.

3.1.3 Feature Extraction
The features can be further classified as appearance based or shape based, in appearance based techniques the pixel values of the ROI are considered as the feature. Thus the feature vector can be obtained by concatenating the ROI pixel in grayscale [21], or color values [19]. The techniques that use optical flow as visual features [22] are also considered as appearance based.

Shape based techniques such as [19] employ a snake to estimate the lip contour, and then use a number of snake radial vectors as visual features, [23] use a lip template parameters instead.

3.1.4 Feature Classification
Hidden Markov models [14] are by far the most widely used classifiers in speech recognition but problems have mostly arisen due to the selection of model parameters. Neural Networks [24] on the other hand operate as black boxes and provide little information on the classification procedure. Efforts have also been made to integrate HMM and NN by [21].

3.2 Proposed Method
The algorithm proposed is a generalized lip reading system with restricted vocabulary. It proposes the use of a superimposed image of lip motion for the entire video sequence to be used as a feature vector for digit recognition. It gets the rough localization of the mouth region and then performs multiple classical image processing techniques to extract the outer lip contour and finally a support vector machine (SVM) is used to classify video as 1, 2, 3 digits from lip motion.

3.2.1 Lip Feature Extraction
The first step towards lip-reading is the detection and segmentation of lip, we propose the following sequence of steps for this purpose.

ROI Selection
The ROI around the lip is extracted first, using the anthropological standards and the head tracking algorithm defined before. All further processing is carried out in this restricted window.

Color Transform
The purpose of this step is to transform the color space so as to enhance the difference between the skin and lip. Due to the fact that lip color is not universal, so we did not wish to exclusively base our detection on color. Thus from the several color transform proposed in the literature we have selected the one proposed by [25]. This color transform is not based on a ratio of color components but only reduces the effect of the blue color which plays a subordinate role in
differentiating between skin and lip color. The color transform has been defined as

\[ I = \frac{(2G - R - 0.5B)}{4} \]

**Edge Detection**
The next step is the extraction of the lip contours (Refer figure 5.), for this end we tested several traditional edge detection techniques like Canny, Sobel, Laplacian edge detectors and found Canny to suit our requirements adequately. The edge strength was controlled with Otsu’s thresholding which minimizes the intra-class variance.

**Artifact Removal**
As we are working in a ROI of the lip we have to carry out some clean up tasks to remove any extra artifacts. The objects in the ROI are first dilated with a disk shaped structuring element to improve the connectivity of the objects. Then any holes present in the objects are filled up. As it is presumed from the creation of the ROI that the lip is the largest object almost in the middle of the ROI all objects sharing a 4 connected pixel with the boundary and objects with small size are removed. Finally the object is eroded to its original size. To have a closed and natural looking lip contour we calculate the convex hull of this rough object and the perimeter of this convex hull is taken as the outer lip contour (Refer figure 6.).

**Error recovery**
Lip detection being an intricate problem is prone to errors, especially the lower lip edge. We faced two types of errors and propose appropriate error recovery techniques. The first type of error, which was observed more commonly, was caused when the lip was missed altogether and some other feature was selected, this error can easily be detected and corrected by applying feature value and locality constraints. The second type of error occurs when the lip is not detected in its entirety, e.g. missing the lower lip, such errors are difficult to detect and can only be partially corrected by a temporal smoothing filter.

**Feature Vector**
Once the outer lip contour has been detected for one lip image this procedure is repeated for all the images of the video, somewhat as in [26]. The lip boundary for all images is then superimposed (Refer figure 7.) to obtain the final feature vector. The pixel values of this image are used directly as the feature vector for digit recognition.

**3.2.2 Digit Recognition**
Classification of the feature vectors is performed by using a support vector machine (SVM); a supervised classification technique originally designed for a 2-class problem but now has been extended to multiple classes and can also perform regression. It first maps feature vectors into a higher-dimensional space using a kernel function, and then it builds an optimal linear discriminating function in this space. The solution is optimal because the margin between the separating hyperplanes and the nearest feature vectors is maximal.

**3.3 Experiments and Results**
The experiments were carried on a publicly available database [27]. Videos for 10 persons were randomly selected; each person had three repetitions of each digit (1, 2, 3). The dataset was then further divided into two sets; two third of the videos were used for training and the rest for testing. Superimposed image of lip motion obtained from the image processing stage are now used as feature vectors for digit recognition. Classification is performed by using a 3 class SVM with RBF kernel, which can handle diverse type of data. The optimal parameters were selected using grid search method suggested by [28]. The following results were obtained when the parameters of SVM were tuned individually for each class and overall combined result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identification Rate</th>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 3</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90 %</td>
<td>70 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>82 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Identification rate for digit recognition

**4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS**
In this paper first we have introduced a real time and highly robust head gesture recognition system. It combines the robustness of a well accepted face detection algorithm with an accurate feature tracking algorithm to achieve a high level of speed, accuracy and robustness. Like all systems, our implementation does have its limitations which were partly enforced by the project definition. The first is that it cannot handle occlusion of the face and second is handling head gestures from multiple persons simultaneously in a given scene.

Secondly we have proposed an experimental digit recognition system with limited vocabulary. The novel approach in this system has been the use of a single image computed from a video sequence as a characteristic feature vector for recognition. This superimposed image greatly reduces the
complexity of the feature vector and enables the use of a much simpler and efficient classifier.

In the future our goal is to develop a real time head gesture and lip reading capable of understanding several complex head gestures with an enhanced vocabulary for lip reading. Other important contribution could be enhancing the interface by gaze estimation and personalizing modalities for specific user.
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